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Highlights

	•Small pilot studies show GLP-1RAs like liraglutide reduce binge eating, body weight, and comorbidities in binge eating disorder and bulimia nervosa.

	•GLP-1RAs have favorable psychiatric side effect profile compared to current medical treatments.

	•Mechanisms may involve effects on satiety signaling, food reward pathways, and brain areas mediating feeding behaviors.

	•Larger placebo-controlled trials are needed to firmly establish efficacy and safety of GLP-1RAs for reducing binge eating.

	•Dosing studies required to optimize GLP-1RA therapy; comparisons to existing options would clarify relative effectiveness.




Abstract
Objective
Systematically review evidence on using GLP-1RAs for reducing BEB in BED and BN.

Methods
Comprehensive literature search (PubMed and Google Scholar) conducted for studies evaluating GLP-1Ras for BEB. Extracted data on study characteristics, efficacy, and safety.

Results
Studies show that GLP-1RAs (liraglutide and dulaglutide) reduce BE frequency and comorbidities in addition to favorable psychiatric side effect profile compared to current options. However, large-scale, blinded placebo-controlled trials are lacking.

Conclusion
Early findings suggest promising effects of GLP-1RAs on BEB. However, rigorous clinical trials are needed to firmly establish efficacy, dosing, safety, and comparative effectiveness before considering GLP-1RAs a viable novel approach.
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Abbreviations
BEbinge eating

BEBbinge eating behaviors

BEDBED

BNbulimia nervosa

GLP-1RAsglucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists

GLP-1glucagon-like peptide-1

AgRPAgouti-related peptide

CARTcocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript

GLP-1RAglucagon-like peptide 1 receptor agonist

NPYneuropeptide Y

POMCproopiomelanocortin

5-HTserotonin

mPFCmedial prefrontal cortex
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